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SECTION I- PHYSICS 

I. A circular disc of radius R is removed from a 
bigger circular elise of raclius 2R such that the 
circumferences of the di9;s coincide. The centre 
of mass OCthenew discisa../R form the centre 
of the bigger disc. The value of a. is 

7. 

No. of ｑｵ･ｳｴｩｯｮｳ ｾ Ｎ＠ 12 
Two springs, of force constams k1 and are 
connected to amass mas shown The ｦｲ･ ｾ ｣ｹ＠

are made four times their ｯｲｩｾ＠ value 
of oscillation of the mass isf If;e 

(a) 114 (b) 1/3 (c) 112 (cl) li!i 
2. A round uniform body of radius R, massM and 

moment of inertial rolls clown(without slipping) 
an inclined plane making an angle e with the 
horizontal Then its accelerationis 

(a) gsme (b) gsine 

1-MR2 II I +IIMR2 

frequency of oscillation be''lllll 1:# 

kl m 

8. 

(c) gsine ( cl) gsine ./. ,.. 

I+MR
2

/I ＱＭｉｉｍｒ
Ｒ

ｾＧ＠3. Angular momentum ofthepar1iclerota1ingw· a) 14 cal (b) 6 cal 
a central force is constam clue to (c) 16 cal ( cl) 66 cal 
(a) constam torque A particle of mass m executes simple harmonic 
(b) constamforce fJi. motion with amplitude a and frequency v. The 
(c) constamlmear momentum average kinetic energy during its motion from 
( cl) zero torque 4 the position of equilibrium to the end is 

4. A2 kg block slides on ahm·zolai flo '-With a 
ｳｰ･･､ｯｦＴｭＯｳＮｬｴｳｴｲｩｫ･ｳ ｾ ｯｭ＠ r essedspring (a) 2n2ma2 v2 (b) n

2
ma

2
v
2 

and compresses it ti lJ¢ie ck motionless. 1 
The kinetic ｦｲｩ｣ｴｩｯｮＬ ｾｾ ﾷ＠ i 5 and spring (c) -ma

2 v2 (cl) 4n2ma2 v2 

constant is I 0,000 Nl · ng coml"'esses 4 
by 10. The displacement of an object attached to a 
(a) 8.5 +(b) 5.5 em springandexecutingfmpleharmonicmotionis 
(c) 2 5 c ( cl) 11.0 em ｾｶ･ｮ＠ by x = 2 x 10- cos nt metre.The time at 

Ｕ ｾ ａ＠ p · s OJ cted at 60• to the horizontal which the maximum speed first occurs is 
·th ·ne· nergyK. The kinetic energya1 (a) 0.25s (b) 0.5s 

· st point is (c) 0.7 5 s ( cl) 0.125 s 
a (b) K (c) Zero ( cl) K/4 II. In an a. c. circuit the voltage applied is 
n s double slit experiment the ｩｭ･ｮｳｩｾＺｙ＠ E = E0 sinOll The re...U1ingcurreminthe circuit 

apoimwherethepa1hdifferenceis ｾｑＮ＠ being is I= 10 ｳｩｮ｛ＮＬｴＭｾｬﾷ＠ The power consumption 

the wavelength of light used) is I. If ｾ Ｐ＠ denotes in the circuit is ｾｶ･ｮ＠ by 

the maximum intensi1:)1 .!.. is equal to (a) P =.JiEolo (b) P = Eolo 
Io ..fi 

3 I ..f3 (c) P =zero (d) P = Eolo 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

4 .fi 2 2 2 
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12. An electric charge w-3"' c isplacedatthe origin 
(0, 0) of X- Y co-ordinate system. Two poims 

A andB are situated at (.Ji,.Ji) and(2, 0) 

respectively. The potenlial clifference between 
the points A and B will be 
(a) 4.5 volts (b) 9 volts 
(c) Zero (eli 2 volt 

13. A battery is used to charge a parallel plate 
capacitor till the potential difference between the 
plates becomes equal to the electromotive force 
of the battery. The ratio of the energy stored in 
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19. If in ap-njunctiondiode, a square ｩｮｰｵｴｳｩｾ｡ｬ＠
of 10 V is applied as shown 

-5V 

+5nV 
(a) (b) 

the capacitor and the work done by the battery ｾ ｣ｯ＠ . 
will be 
(a) 112 (b) I (c) 2 (eli 114 (c) tr 

14. Anideal coil ofiOH isconnectedinserieswith -10 -5V 
aresistanceof5Qandabatteryof5V. 2second 20. Photon l freq4\ncy v has a momentum 
after the connectionismade, the cunentflowing fR;s ｾ＠ d ｾ ｦ＠ c ts the veloaty of hgbl, 
in ampere in the circuit is ,y•s 
(c) e (eli e-1 (c) (eli hv I c2 
(a) (1-e-1) (b) (1-e) ｾ＠ I (b) vic 

15. A long straight wire of radius a carries a ｳｴ･｡､ｹ ｾ＠ velocity of a particle is v= v0 + g).+ ftl. If 
cunem i. The current is uniformly distributed ·t ositionisx= 0 att=O, thenitsdisplacemem 
across its cross section. The ratio of the mas r unit time (t = I) is 
fieldata/2and2ais (a) v0 +g2+f (b) v0 +2g+3f 
(a) 112 (b) 114 (c) 4 ｾ＠ (c) v0 + g2 + fl.l (eli Vo + g+f 

16. Acunentl flowsalongthelengthof a· I 22. For the ｾｶ･ｮ＠ uniform square lamina ABCD, 
long ｳｴｲ｡ｩｧｨｾ＠ thin walled pipe. whose cemre is 0, 
(a) the ｭ｡ｾ･ｴｩ｣＠ field at all s · · the ｾＭｾＭＭＮＮＬＮｃ＠

pipe is the same, but tiot-ze D 
(b) the ｭ｡ｾ･ｴｩ｣＠ ｦｩ･ ｾ ﾷ＠ ro on the axis 

ofthepipe & 
(c) the ｭ｡Ｎｾｴｩ｣＠ fie ·S · ent at different 

pomts 1 e the prp 
(eli the ｭ｡ｾ＠ ｦｩ･ｬ ｾ ｡ｴ＠ 8!tf poim inside the 

ptpe 

17. ｉｦ ｾ＠ s an oxygen isotope 80 11 ,Mp 
ｾ ｡ｲ･＠ 'tnasses of a proton and a neutron 

ｾ ＺＺＺ［ｬ･｡ｲ＠ mnding energy of the 

(b) (M0 -8Mp)c2 

(c) (M0- 8Mp -9MJ:iic2 

(eli Mocl 
In gamma ray emission from a nucleus 
(a) only the pl'Otonrrumber changes 
(b) both the neutron rrumber and the pl'oton 

m.unber change 
(c) there is no change in the pl'Otonrrumber and 

the neutronrrumber 
(eli only the neutronm.unber changes 

23. A point mass oscillates along the x-axis 
according to the law x = x0cos(Olt-nl4). If 
the acceleration of the particle is written as 

a= Acos(.,t+o),then 

(a) A=x0.,
2 , o=3nl4 

(b) A=xa.o=-n14 

(c) A=xo"'2, o=n14 
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24. Charges are placed on the vertices of a square 

as shown. Let E be the electric field and V the 
potential at the cenue. If the chargesonAandB 
are interchanged with those on D and C 
ｲ･ｳｰ･｣ｴｩｶ･ＡＺＬｾ＠ then 

q q 

A B 

D C 
q q 

(a) E chenges, V remains unchanged 

(b) E remainsWlChanged, V changes 

(c) both E and V change 

( cl) E end V remain unchenged 
25. The half-life period of a radio-｡｣ｾｶ･＠ element X 

is same as the mean life time OC another radi · 
active element Y. ｉｮｩｾ｡ｬｬｹ＠ they have the 
rrumber of atoms. Then 
(a) X end Y decayatsamerate alf]i 
(b) X will decay faster than Y 
(c) y will decayfaster a 
(d) X end Y have same ｾ ｡Ａ＠ y 

26. ａｃ｡ｭｯｴ･ｮｧｩｮ･Ｌ ｾ ｦｩ｣＠ yofT]=II 
10 as heat ･ｮｾｮ･Ｌ＠ is e ratar. If the 
work done on the is J, the amount of 
energy absor d from resetvoir at lower 
tempera"V'e is + 
(a) IOOJ (b) 99J 
(c) (cjl I J 

27. arll st nand germanium have four 
｜ｬｬｾ ｾ ｾ ･ｬ･｣ｴｲｯｮｳ＠ each At room temperature 

of the following statements is most 
iate? 

The number of free electrons for 
conduction is ｳｩｾｦｩ｣｡ｮｴ＠ onlyinSi andGe 
but small inC. 
The number of free ｣ｯｮ､ｵ｣ｾｯｮ＠ electrons 
is significantinC but smallinSi andGe. 

(c) The number of free ｣ｯｮ､ｵ｣ｾｯｮ＠ electrons 
is ｮ･ｧｬｩｾ｢ｬｹ＠ small in all the three. 

( cl) The number of free electrons for 
conduction is ｳｩｾｦｩ｣｡ｮｴ＠ in all the three. 
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28. A charged panicle with charge q enters ｡ｲ･ｾｯｮ＠
of constant, uniform and mub.lally orthogonal 

fields E ｾ｡ｮ､＠ B ｾｴｨ｡＠ ｶ･ｬｯ｣ｩｾＺｙ＠ v ー･ｲｰ･ｮ､ｩ ｾ ｵｬ＠
to both E and B, and comes out without 
chenge ｩｮｭ｡ｾｴｵ､･＠ or direction of ;; . ｾ＠

Ｈｾ＠ ｾ］ｩＳｸｅｴｅ Ｒ＠ (b) ｾ］ ･ ｾ＠ ｾ＠
ｾ＠ - ｾ＠ 2 ｾ＠ -

(c) v=BxE/B (d) v= J1."B/E 
29. ｔｨ･ｰｯｴ･ｮｴｩ｡ｬ｡ｴ｡ｰｯｩｮｴｸＨｭ ｾ ､ ｾ＠ clue 

to some charges situated ｾ ｸＭ .... s ts gven 
by V(x) = 20/(x2 -4) volt 
The electric fieldE atx = 4 11 ｾｶ･ｮ＠ by 
( ｾ＠ (1019) VO!e in fl1e +ve X direction 
(b) (5/J) volt! · the--vex direction 

(c) (5/J) 11 n the +vex ､ｩｲ･｣ｾｯｮ＠
( cjl (10 ｶｯ ｾ ｴｬ＠ and in the-vex ､ｩｲ･｣ｾｯｮ＠

30. o · ｮｧｴｲ｡ｮｳｩｾｯｮｳ＠ ｩｮｾ｣ｬｲｯｧ･ｮ＠

a s ｾ＠ ns of highest frequency? 
I =2 (b) n=2ton=6 

= n=2 (d) n=2ton=l 
I o Ofmassmisconnectedtoanotherblock 

ass M by a spring (massless) of spring 
oilstant k. The block are kept on a smooth 
orizontal plane. Initially the blocks are at rest 

and the spring is unstretchecl Then a constant 
force F starts ｡｣ｾｮｧ＠ on the block of mass M to 
pull it Find the force of the block ofmassm. 

(·' MF (b' mF 
"' (rn+M) > M 

(M+rn)F rnF 
(c) rn (d) (rn+M) 

32. Two lenses of power -15 D and +5 D are in 
contact with each other. The focal length of the 
combination is 
Ｈｾ＠ +10 em (b) -20 em 
(c) -10 em (d) +20 em 

33. One end of a thermallyinsulatedrodiskept at a 
1atq:a11ue'r1 and the other at 12. The rod is 
composed of two ｳ･｣ｾｯｮｳ＠ oflengthl1 andl2 and 
thermal ｣ｯｮ､ｵ｣ｾＮＬ［ｾ･ｳ＠ K1 ｡ｮ､ｾ＠ respecllvely. 
The temperature at the interrace of the two 
sectionis 

T, I, I, T, 

I 
k, K2 

I 
Ｈｾ＠

(K1hT1 +K2/2 T2) (b) (K2/2 T1 +K1h T2) 
(Klh +K2/2) (K1h +K2/2) 

(c) (K2/1T1 +K1/2T2) (d) (K1/2 T1 +K2h T2) 
(K2h +K1/2) (K1/2 +K2hl 
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34. A sound absorber attenuates the sound level by 
20 dB. The intensity decreases by a factor of 
(a) 100 (b) I 000 
(c) 10000 (cjl 10 

35. lfCp andCv denote the specific hea1s of nitrogen 
per unit mass at constant pressure and constant 
volume ｲ･ｳｰ･｣ｾｶ･ｬＺｾＬｾ＠ then 
(a) Cp -Cv = 28R (b) Cp -Cv = Rl28 
(c) Cp-Cv=R/14 (cjl Cp-Cv=R 

36. A charged ｰ｡ｲｾ｣ｬ･＠ moves through a ｭ｡ｾｾ｣＠
field petpendicular to its direction. Then 
(a) ｫｩｮ･ｾ｣＠ energy changes but the momentum 

is constant 
(b) the momentum changes but the kinetic 

energy is constant 
(c) both momentum ｡ｮ､ｫｩｮ･ｾ｣＠ energy of the 
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40. If&; and ｧｾ Ｑ＠ are the ｡｣｣･ｬ･ｲ｡ｾｯｮｳ＠ clue to gravity 
on the surfaces of the earth and the moon 

(a) ｾｾｾ＠

(c) 0 

41. 

particle are not constant tons move eely 
(cjl both momentum ｡ｮ､ｫｩｮ･ｾ｣＠ energy of the ｧｴ ｾ ＱｊＮ＠

particle are constart ｾﾷ＠ ｾ Ｎ＠ 2 
37. Two identical conductingwiresAOB andCOD c 3cooNa =91 0 S em /erpv 

are placed atnght angles to each other ｔｨ･ ｾ ｷｵ･＠ • 2 
AOB carrtes an electnc current I1 and COD A HCl = 426 2 S em I erpv 
carnes acurrenti2 The m>gneUc fieldon a p "hat acldiuonal inform all on/ quantt\)r one needs 
lymg at a distance d from 0, m a dire on to calculate N of an aqueous sol won of aceuc 
perpendicular to the plane of the wu'iish B actd? 
COD, will be gtven by 

ｾ＠ ( ｾ＠ 11.• of cbloroaceuc aad(CICH2COOH) 

(a) J!L(I? +Ih Ｈ｢ ｾｾ ｉＱ＠ -f . (b) 11.• ofN£:1 

2nd ｾ＠ (c) 11.• ofCH3COOK 
( cjl the hmtung eqwvalent coductance of 

(c) J!L(I1
2 

+ I2
2 

)2 (I1 + I2 ) H•"' o ) 

ｾ
､＠ 2nd 'A H+ · 

38. The resist e ｷｩ ｲ ｾ ｳ＠ 5 ohm at5o•c and 6 42. Which one of the following is the st<ongestbase 
ohm atiO esistance ofthewireato•c ｩｮ｡ｱｵ･ｯｵｳｳｯｬｵｾｯｮ＿＠

( ｾ＠ Meteylamine (b) T rimethj,damine 
hrii (b) 2 ohm (c) Aniline ( cl) Dimet!¢amine. 
hm ( cjl 4 ohm 43. The compound formed as a result of oxidation 

plate condenser with a dielectric of of ethj,d benzene by KMnO, is 
tric constantK between the plates has a Ｈｾ＠ bem:j,d alcohol (b) benzophenone 

""'lllo..C• capaci\)r C and is charged to a potential V volt (c) acetophenone ( cl) benzoic acid 
:rhe dielectric slab is slowly removed from 
between the plates and then reinserted. The net 
work done by the system in this !"'Ocess is 

(a) zero 

(c) CV
2
(K-I) 
K 

(b) .!.(K -I) cv2 

2 

(cjl (K-1) cv2 

44. ｮ･ｩｊｭ･ｭｮ･｡ｦｾｩｳ＠

( ｾ＠ 3-ethj,d-4-4-dimeteylheptane 
(b) I, l-diethj,d-2,2-dimet!¢pentane 
(c) 4, 4-dimethj,d-5,5-diet!¢ pentane 
( cjl 5, 5-diethj,d-4,4-dimet!¢pentane. 
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45. Which of the following species exhibits the Assumingthat t.W and J:,S• donotchangewith 
di.sma€1letic behaviour? temperature. temperature above which 
(a) NO (b) Oll- (c) ol• (cl) Ol. conversion of limestone to lime will b 

46. The stability of clihalides of Si, Ge, Sn and Pb spontaneous is 
increasessteadilyinthesequence Ｈｾ＠ 1118 K (b) 1008 K 
(a) PbXl « SnXl « GeXl « SiXl (c) 1200 K ( cl) 845 K. 

53. The energies of activation for ｾｾ＠ d 
(b) oe::; « ｳｾ＠ « sn:; « Pb::; ｬｂｭｐｴ｡､ｨｊｓｾ＠ + Bl "' ar; _ 8 
(c) Si::; « oe::; « Pb::; « sn:; kJ mol-1 and 200 kJ mol-1 e ·:vel JThe 
( cl) Si::; « oe::; « sn:; « Pb::;. presence of a catalyst lo rs etivation 

47. Identify the incorrect statement among the reacu·ons energy of both (forward 
following by 100 kJ mol-1. The enth of the 
(a) Brl reacts with hot and strong NaOH ｲ･｡｣ｴｩｯｮＨｾＫｂ ｾ ｩｑＮ ｴｨ･ｰｲ･ｳ･ｮ｣･＠ of a 

solution to give NaBr andHp. catalyst will be · k.! -l)T 

(b) OzonereactswithSOltogiveS03. Ｈｾ＠ 20 ｾ＠ 120 (c!i 280 
(c) Silicon reacts with N aOH(•q) in the 54. The cell, 

presence of air to give N'2Si03 andHp. 
( cl) ｃｾ＠ reacts with excess of NH3 to give Nl Znl l+(l II C •o M) I Cu (E'cen = LIO V) 

and HCI. w 81 d e completely discharged at298 
48. The charge/size ratio of a cation detennines its ｾ ･＠ concentration of Znl+ to cul• 

polarizing power. Which one of the following [Zn 

sequencesrepresents the ｩｮ｣ｲ･｡ｳｩｮｧｯｲ､･ｲ ｾ ｦｴｨ･＠ 2 is 
polarizing power OC the cationic species,. + u +] 

cal•, Mgl•, ｡ｾﾷ＿＠ ｾ＠ 9.65 x 104 (b) antilog(24.08) 
(a) cal•<Mgl•<ae•<K• (c) 37.3 (cl) 10313 

(c) B <?• < K• < Cal• < Mgl• of an aqueous buffer solution of HA in which 
(b) Mgl•< Bel•< K•<cal• !li 55. ThepK. of a weak acid(HA) is45. The pOH 

(cl) K• <Cal+< Mgl• < ｂ･ｬ ｾ＠ 50% of the acidisionizedis 
49. Thedensil:Y(ingmL-1) ｯｴＺＮ･ＮＱＬ ｾ ｍ ｓ＾Ｑｰ＠ ic Ｈｾ＠ 7.0 (b) 45 (c) 25 (c!i 95 

acid solution that ｩｳ ｾ ＹｯＯ｣＠ HlSi ar mass 56. Consider the reaction, 2A + B ｾ＠ products. 
= 98 g mol-l) bym W1 e When concentration ofB alone was doubled, the 
(a) 1.45 (b) 1.64 c 8 (cl) 1.22 half-life didnotchange. 1/1/henthe concentration 

50 The first and i" cond . · lion constants of of A alone was doubled, the rate increased by 
an aad HlA ｾ ･＠ I 0 X w-s and 5 0 X I o-10 two times. The unit of rate constant for this 

ofthe ct Ｈｾ＠ s-1 (b) Lmol-1s-1 ｲ･ｳｰ･ ｾ ｶ＠ ｯｶ･ ｾ＠ dissoaatlon constanl. reactionis 

X I (<!I 50 X I o-15 57. Identify the incorrect statement among the 
Ｈ｡Ｉ ｾ＠ (b) 50xl0-5 (c) nounit (cl) moiL-1,-l 

5 e of ethj,d alcohol and FOW alcohol following 
our pressure of290 mm at300 K The ( ｾ＠ 4f and 5f orbitals are equally shielded 

p Fes.ot>re of Fop:¢ alcoholts200 mm If (b) ci-Biock elements show irregular and erratic 
the mole fraction of ethyl a! coho! is chemical properties among themselves 
0.6, its vapour pressure (in mm) at the same (c) La and Lu have partially filled cl-orbitals 

temperature will be and no other partially filled orbitals. 
(a) 360 (b) 350 (c) 300 (cl) 700 (<!I The chemistty of various lanthanoids is 

very !imilar. 
52. In conversion of lime-stone to lime, 

the values of t.W andt.S" are+179.1kJmol·l 
and 160.2 JIK respectively at 298 K and I bar. 

58. Which of the following has a square planar 
geornefiy'? 
Ｈｾ＠ [PtC!Jl- (b) [CoCJot 
(c) [F eCIJl- ( cl) [N iCJo] -
(At nos.: Fe= 26, Co= 27, Ni = 28, Pt= Ｗｾ＠
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59. Which of the following molecules is expected 
to rotate the plane of plane-polarised light? 

COOH 

(a) H2N+H 

H 

CHO 

(b) HO+H 

CH:PH 

Ｈ｣Ｉｾ＠
SH 
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64. Presence of a nitro €JOup in a benzene ring 
(a) deactivates the ring towards electrophilic 

substitution 
(b) activates the ring towards electrophjlil; 

substitution 
(c) renders the ring basic 
(<!I deactivates the ring ｴｯｷ｡ｲ､ｳ ｾｾ ｾ＠

substitution 
65. 

66. sexhi 
states in era! the lanthanoids. This is 

ｾ ｾ ｲ｢ｴｴ｡ｬｳ＠ extend further from the 
H2 : tt:thanthe4forbttals 

(<!I H Jt•• ｾ＠ ｯｲ｢ｩｴＡ［ｾ｢ｩｴ｡ｬｳ＠ are more burted than the 4f 

p Ph c) there ts a ｳｴｭｴｬ｡ｮｾＺｙ＠ between 4f and 5f 
60. The second"'Y structure of a protem refer orbitals m thetr angular part of the wave 

(a) fixed conftgurauon of the 1(5 func1lon 
backbone ( cl) the ac1lnotds are more reacuve than the 

(b) oc,- helical ｢｡｣ｫ｢ｯｮ･ ｾ＠ lanthanotds. 
(c) ｾ｣ｬｲｯｰｨｯ｢ｩ｣＠ interactio 67. Equal masses of methane andoxygenaremixed 
(<!I sequence of oc,- amino ac . in an ･ｭｰｾＺｙ＠ container at25•c. The fraction of 

61. Which of the ｦｯｩｬ ｾ ﾷ＠ cti will yield the total pressure exerted by oxygen is 
2, 2-dibromoprop ｾ＠ j (a) Ia (b) 2/3 

(a) CH3-CH=CH2 ｾ ｾ＠ (c) .!_x273 (<!I 
(b) CH3 Ｍ ｾ ｃｈ＠ + 2HBr ｾ＠ 3 298 l/3. 
(c) Cg 3 = ｂｲ ｾ ｂｲ＠ ｾ＠ 68. A5.25% solution of a substance is isotonic with a 
(<!I C = Br ｾ＠ 1.5% solulionofurea(molarmass= 60 gmol-1) 

62 · ｉｮ ｾ＠ . reaction, in the same solvenL If the clsnsities of both the 
H3 2 CHCI3+3KOH ｾＨａＩ＠ +(B) solutions are assurnedtobeequaltoi.O gcm-3, 

the compounds (A) and (B) are molar mass of the substance will be 

uvely (a) 210.0 g mol-1 (b) 90.0 g mol-l 
2HsNC and3KCI (c) 115.0 gmoJ-1 (<!I 105.0 gmol-1 

(b) C2H5CN and3KCI 
(c) cH

3
cH

2
coNH

2 
and3KCI 69. Assurningthatwatervapour is anideal gas, the 

(<!I c2H5
NC ｡ｮ､ｾ｣ｯ Ｓ Ｎ＠ internal energy change (t.U) when I mol of 

63. The reaction of toluene ｷｩｴｨｃｾ＠ in presence of waterisvapourisedatl barpressure and!Oo•c, 
F eC13 ｾｶ･ｳ＠ predominantly Ｈｾｶ･ｮＺ＠ molar enthalpyofvapourisalion of water 
(a) m-chlorobem:ene at! barand373K=41kJmol-landR=8.3J 
(b) bem:O}d chloride mol-1 K-1) will be 
(c) bem:j,d chloride (a) 41.00 kJ mol-l (b) 4.100 kJ mol-l 
(<!I o- and p-chlorotoluene. (c) 3.7904 kJ mol-1 (<!I 37.904 kJ mo!-1 
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77. In the ｲ･｡｣ｾｯｮＬ＠70. In a saturated ｳｯｬｾｯｮ＠ of the sparingly soluble 
strong electrolyteAgi03 (molecular mass= 283) 

2Al(s) +611Cl(>q) ｾ＠ 2Al3>(>q) +&:r(>q) ＫＳｬｬＺｾ［ｧＩ＠

( ｾ＠ 11.2 L H2(g) at S1P is produced ｦｯ ｾ ･ｶ･＠
mole HCI(>q) consumed 

the equilibrium whichsetsinisAgi03(s) ;===: 

Ag• (aq) + 103(aq) . If the solubility FOcluct (b) 6 L HCI(>q)tsconsumedfor evety3 l;g) 
FOcluced 

｣ｯｮｳｴ｡ｮｴｾ＠ of Agi03 at a given temperature is (c) 33.6 L H2(g) is FOcluced s f ar s 
1.0 xI o-a, whatisthe mass of Agi03 contained temperature and l"'essure ｾ＠ vety ole 
in 100 ml of its saturated ｳ｡ｯｬｵｾｯｮ＿＠ Al that reacts 
(a) 1.0 x w-• g (b) 28.3 x w-2 g ( cj) 67 2 H2(g) at S1P ts ocluce for evety 
(c) 2.83 x 10-3 g (ell 1.0 x 10-1 g moleA/thatreacts 

71. ａｲ｡､ｩｯ｡｣ｾｶ･＠ element gets spilled over the floor 78. 
ofaroom.Itshalf-lifeperiodis30 days. Ifthe the acidil:Yofsoi + 
ｩｮｩｾ｡ｬ＠ velocityistentimesthe permissible value, ( ｾ＠ Ammoni 
after how many days will it be safe to enter the (b) Potw 
room? (c) Ure 
(a) I 00 days (b) 1000 days (ell e te of lime. 
(c) 300 days ( cj) 10 days. I · the rre ct statement regarcling a 

72. Which one of the following conformations of ocess: 
cyclohex ane is cbiral? 01 ring of energy in the FOcess is the 

(a) Boat (b) Twist boat ｾ＠ y criterionfor spontanei1:y. 
(c) Rigid ( cj) Chair. For a spontaneous process in an isolated 

73. Which of the following is the correct or o ( ' system, the change in entropy is positive. 
decreasingSN2 reactivity? cJ Endothermic processes are never 

(a) R2CH X> R3C X> RCH2 X fl} ( spontaneous. 
(b) RCH X> Rp X> R

2
CH X cj) Exothermic processes are always 

(c) RCH2 X> ｾｃｈ＠ X> ｾ ＼ｴ｣＠ . spontaneous. . . . 
( cl) R

3
c X> ｾｃｈ＠ ｘ＾ ｾ ｾＭ ｾ Ｍ 80. Which of the follo:;"ng nuclear reacttons will 

(X is a haloget\) generate an tsotope.. . 

7 4. In the following ｳ･ ｾ ･｡＠ ons, ( ｾ＠ ｾＭ parllcle emtsston 
(b) Neutron Faticle emission 
(c) Positron emission 

CH3CH20H P+l ,,;. l B HCHO ( cj) oc,- ｰｾ｣ｬ･＠ emission 

• 
·- c oun is 

anal (b) butanal 

hofthefollowing sets of quantum rumbers 
rel"'esents the highest energy of an atom? 
a) n=3, I= 0, m=O, s=+l/2 

(b) n=3,1= l,m=l, s=+l/2 
(c) n=3, I= 2, m= I, s=+l/2 
(cl) n=4, I= O,m =0, s=+l/2. 

76. Which of the following hydrogen bonds is the 
strongest? 
(a) 0-H---F 
(c) F-H---F 

(b) 0-H---H 
(cj) 0-H---0. 

SECTION III- MATHEMATICS 

81. The resultant of two forces Pn and 3nis a force 
of7 n If the direction of3nforce were reversed, 

the resultant would be ,fi9 n. The value ofP is 
Ｈｾ＠ 3n (b) 4n 
(c) 5n (cl) 6n 

82. Two aeroplanes I and II bomb a target in 
succession. The ｆｏ｢｡｢ｩｬｩｾ･ｳ＠ of! and II scoring 
a hit correctly are 0.3 and0.2, respectively. The 
second plane will bomb only if the first misses 
the target The FObability tha1 the target is hit 
by the second plane is 
Ｈｾ＠ 0.2 
(c) 0.06 

(b) 0.7 
(cl) 014. 
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83. If D= I! I 
l+x 

I 
l I for x ¢0,y¢0, thenD 

l+y 

is 
(a) divisible byx but not y 
(b) divi.tble byy but notx 
(c) divi.tble by neither x nor y 
(<!I divisible bybothx andy 

x2 I 84. FortheH:yperbola --2 --.-2- =I, which of 
cos-a.. sm a. 

the followingremains constanl.when a. varies=? 
(a) abscissae ofvettices 
(b) abscissae of foci 
(c) eccentricity 
(<!I directrix. 

85. If aline makes an angle of n/4 with the positive 
directions of each ofx- axis andy- ｡ｸｩｾ＠ then the 
angle that the line makes with the positive 
direction of the z-axisis 

" (a) -
4 " (c) -

6 
(<!I 

86. 

87. 

(b) 5 (c) 52 (<!I 
I I I 

89. The sum of series 
21

-
31 

+ 
41

- . ...... upto 

ｩｮｦｩｮｩｾﾥｩｳ＠

(a) I (b) I (c) e-2 (<!I e-1 
e-2 +-

e 2 
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90. If u and v are unit vectors and e is the acute 

angle between them, then 2 u x3 v is ｾ ｡＠ unit 
vector for 
(a) no value of e 

(b) exacUyonevalue of e 

(c) exacUytwovaluesofe 0 
(d) more than two values of e 

9 I. A particle just clears a wi6hl at a 
distance a and strikes the d at distance c 
from the point of project> T angle of 
pr OJ ectl on ts 

(
' -l- b,h,e,. + -1 be 

aJ ｴ｡ｮ ｾ＠ tan-

(c) lan-0 (<!I 45°. a 

ＹＲ ｾｾ ｡ｲｫｳ＠ of boys in class is 52 and 
ｴｨ ｾ＠ ｾ ［ﾷＴＲＮ＠ The average marks of boys 
､ｾｲ ｴ ｳ＠ combinedis50. The percentage of boys 

1 e class is 
ｾ＠ 80 (b) 60 

(c) 40 (<!I 20. 
The equation of a tangent to the parabola 
I= 8x is y= x + 2. The point on this line from 
which the other tangent to the parabola is 
petpenclicular to the ｾｶ･ｮ＠ tangent is 
(a) (2,4) (b) (-2,0) 
(c) (-1, I) (<!I (0,2) 

94. If(2,3,5)isone endofadiameterofthe sphere 
xl + f + z2 -6x -12y-2z +20 = 0, then the 
cooordinates of the other end of the diameter 
are 

96. 

(a) (4,3,5) 
(c) (4,9,-3) 

(b) (4,3,-3) 
(<!I (4, -3, 3). 

If the vectors c lies in the plane of a and b, 
then x equals 
(a) -4 (b) -2 
(c) 0 (<!I I. 
Let A (h, k), B(l, I) andC (2, I) be the vertices 
of a right angled triangle with AC as its 
eypotenuse. If the area of the triangle is I square 
unit, then the set of values which'k' can take is 
ｾｶ･ｮ｢ｹ＠

(a) { -1, 3) 
(c) {1, 3) 

(b) {-3, -2) 
(<!I {0, 2) 
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97. LetP=(- I,O),Q•(ti,O) sndR= (3,3.Jj") be 

u ... e poirL The equation m lhe bisector of the 
qePQRis 

(a) .J3 x+ y• 0 
2 

(b) X +.fJY = 0 

.J3 
(d) X +2y= 0 

98. If one of the lines of my+ (1-rn:l;l xy-rnxl= 0 

is a bisecwr of the angle be1ween1helinesxy= 
Ｐ ｾ＠ thenm is 

103. I dx z;- . equals 
COSX Ｋ ｾ ｟Ｌ＠ SlnX 

Ｈｾ＠ log tan Ｈ ｾＫＲＡＮＮ Ｉ Ｋ ｣＠
2 12 

(b) 

(e) ｾｬｯ ｧｴ｡ｮ＠ ＨｾＫ＠ Ｑ ｾＩＫ ＨＩ＠
(a) I (b) 2 1 + 

2007·9 

(c) - 112 (d) - 2. (d) 21ogtan 
12 

C 

99. Let F(x) f (x) + f ( .;-),where 104, The area6 5e!Ween the curv.s y2 = x 

X ｾ ｲｳ Ｍ is (b) 1/3 

x = 
1
1+t e e s I If rencebe1weenlherootsof1heequabon f() I logt cit, Then F( ) qual ｾ＠ (d) I. 

(c) 1 a (d) o, osstble values of ats 
(a) 1 (b) 2 ｾ＠ ,+ax+I=Otslessthan$,thenthesetof 

100. Let f :R ->R be a function define Ｈｾ＠ (3,co) (b) (-co,-3) 

ｦ ＨｸＩ ］ ｭｩｮＨｸＫｉＬｾｉＫｉｽＬｔ｢･ｮｷ ｦｊｊ＠ (c) (- 3,3) (d) (-3,co). 

(a) f (x) is differentieble er her terms, each term equals the sum ofthe next two 
followingis true? ｾ＠ 106, Ina geometric ｰｲ ｯ ｾ ･ｳｳｩｯｮ ･ｯｮｳｩ ｳｴｩｮｧｯｦ＠ positive 

(b) f (x) is not differentia terms Then the cornrnonrotio of ｩｴｳｰｲｯ ｾ･ｳｳｩ ｯｮ＠

(c) f(x) ｾ＠ I for ｡Ｑ Ｒ ｾ＠ is equals 
(d) f(x)i snotdiff · ｾ＠ =I 1 

101. Thefunction :R/(0 !;ivenby Ｈｾ＠ .J5 (b) 2 (./5- l) 

(a) .J3 
2 

(c) 2 

2+ 
-I 

(b) I 
(d) -1 

for x of the equation 

(b) 2..fi 

(d) " . 

(c) ｾＨＱ ＭＤ Ｉ＠ Ｈ､Ｉ ｾ Ｎ＠
2 

107. If sin-
1 (f ) +cosec-

1 
( %) • %• lhenlhevolues 

ofx is 
Ｈｾ＠ 4 (b) 5 
(c) I (d) 3. 

108. In the binomial expansion of(a- b)'', n ｾ＠ 5, the 
sum of5'h and6'h terms is zero, then alb equals 

Ｈｾ＠ n-5 (b) n- 4 
6 6 

(e) 
n-4 

6 
(d) n-5 
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109. The setS:= {1,2, 3, ....... , 12) istobepal1itioned 
into three sets A, B, C of equal size. Tlrus A v 

B v C = S, Ar>B = Br>C = Ar>C = ｾＭ The 

number of ways to pal1itionS is 

(a) 12! (b) 12! 

(4!i (4!)' 

(c) 
12! 

(cjl 
12! 

3!(4!i 3!(4!)4 

110. Thelargestintervallyingin (-" ｾＩ＠ for which 
2 '2 

the function, 

f(x)=4-xl Ｋ｣ｯｳＭ Ｑ ＨｾＭｬＩＫｬｯｧＨ｣ｯｳｸＩＬ＠ is 

defined, is 

(a) I I (b) ｫｾＮＡＮ＠ＭＭｾｫｾＭ
2 2 2 

(c) ｏｾｫｾＮＡ｟＠
2 

(cjl ｫｾＮＡＮ＠
2 
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114. Let L be the line of intersection of the planes 
2x +3y+z =I andx +3y+2z = 2. IfLmakes 

I I 

an ｳｮｾ･＠ a. with the positive x- axis. ｴｨ･ｮ ｾ ｯｳ＠ a. 
equals 

(a) I (b) .fi (c) ,f3 (cl) . 

115. The differential equation of all ｡ ｾ ･ ｳ＠ p · 
through the ｯｲｩｾｮ＠ and having th centre on 

thex-axisis CJ 
(a) ｾ＠ =xl +2xycly 

dx 

ＺＺｾ ｾﾷ＠
ｾ ＫＳｸｹ､ｹ＠

I ;: u: postuv'!"real numbers such that pl 
=I, then the max unum value of(p+ q) ts 

I I 
2 (b) .Ji (c) .fi (cl) 2. 

A tower stands at the centre of a circular park A 
andB aretwopointsonthe bourularyofthepark 
such thatAB (=a) subtends an angle of60° at 
the foot of the tower, and the angle of elevation 
of the top of the tower from A orB is 30°. The 
height of the tower is 

(a) at$ (b) a.J3 

(c) 2at.J3 (cjl 2a./3. 
118. The sum of the series 

loco- loci+ lo cl- loc3 + .. 

.... + loclO is 

(a) 0 (b) loc 
10 

1 loc 
(c) _lO c

10 
(cjl 2 10 

119. The normal to a curve at P(x, 'f) meets the x-
axis at G. If the clistance ofG from the ｯｲｩｾｮｩｳ＠
twice the abscissa OCP. then the cwve is a 

120. 

(a) circle (b) ｾ･ｲ｢ｯｬ｡＠

(c) ellipse ( cjl parabola. 
If I z + 4 I ｾ＠ 3, then the maximum value of 
lz+llis 
(a) 6 (b) 0 (c) 4 (cl) 10 


